Carnegie Mellon University Dining Services

1 Scott Hall
   Ruge Atrium - Rothberg's Roasters II

2 Gates Hillman Centers
   Rohr Café - Tazzo D'Oro

3 Hamburg Hall (Heinz)
   Heinz Café

4 Newell-Simon Hall
   iNoodle

5 Wean Hall
   La Prima Espresso

6 Hunt Library
   Maggie Murph Café - Rothberg's Roasters

7 College of Fine Arts
   The Zebra Lounge

8 Posner Hall
   The Exchange

9 Resnik House/Tartans Pavilion
   Carnegie Mellon Café
   Fresh 52 Salad Bar
   BYO Burger
   Innovation Kitchen
   Nakama Express
   Nakama Sushi
   Taste of India
   The Pomegranate
   Cucina

10 Legacy Plaza
   Tartan Express Food Truck

11 Cohon Center
   Au Bon Pain at Skibo Café
   El Gallo de Oro
   Entropy+ Market
   Schatz Dining Room
   Nourish, Allergen Friendly Kitchen
   The Cohon Center Marketplace, 2nd floor
   Back Bar Grill
   Bibimbap
   Rooted

12 Purnell Center
   Gingers Express

13 Morewood Gardens
   The Underground

14 Tepper Building
   Rohr Commons - Pure
   Rohr Commons - Tazza D'Oro

15 Software Engineering Institute
   SEIber Café (CMU ID is required for entry)

For menu, hours, specials, and more information about Dining Services, check us out online:

facebook cmudining
twitter diningatcmu
instagram lifeatcmu
cmu.edu/dining